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General Information

Key Elements Figures

Number of contributions collected 70

Participants provenance

- Born in Dénia 24

- Born outside 42



Demographic information

Key Elements Indicators

Typology of contributor

Young People ( up to 18)                                    4          

Adults (18-65)                                                    54

Seniors (65+) 6



Profile of the contributors

Element Indicators

Members of associations/NGOs 5

Staff of local authorities or other public body 8

Teachers 3

Citizens 54



Categories
Element Indicator

Prevalent Categories

Tangible 32

Intangible 38

Buildings and monuments: 33

Festivities and celebrations 9

Music, dance,festivals 8

Handicrafts, trades, techniques 11



Categories
Element Indicator

Gastronomy                                                        16

Vocabulary, expressions 10

Nature, landscapes 24

Works of art 10

No specific category 2

Religious manifestations 2

Symbols 0



Categories
Element Indicator

Places, routes                                                    15

Markets 7

Stories, popular beliefs 9

Local outstanding persons 10

Others 5
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PERCENTAGE OF PROPOSALS



The common features of the majority of proposals are:

- Identificate

- Put in value

- Protect

- Give information.



TRADITIONAL  MID-MORNING SNACKS

“ESMORZARS”

It is important that our traditions are
protected, because all kinds of social
and cultural combinations arise from
them and make an authentic society,
closer to its ancestors. Poets,
musicians, businesses, etc. were
originated in those meetings that
mixed work, food and socializing. In
this way the culture and customs of our
city are protected



DRY STONE WALLS

The dry-stone walls and terraces are a heritage worthy of
being preserved and promoted.

Moreover, they give identity to the landscape and are key
to protecting the soil. I propose protecting these
infrastructures and banning their replacement for elements
such as concrete blocks, metal poles and metal fences.
Especially, when they are destroyed by widening roads or
new buildings. An important part of the perception of the
landscape is made from the roads and highways.

So the destruction of this heritage trivializes the landscape,
wipes out history and belittles the work of our ancestors.
Measures should be taken to recover those walls
disappeared, in danger of collapse, and those that have
been degraded by non-historical and trivializing elements
against the landscape.



IDENTITY, TRADITION AND CULTURE OF A FISHING VILLAGE

The fisher’s district and the fishing sector itself have
undergone an important transformation. However, it still
remains the essence of what the neighborhood was, its
people and its way of life. For this reason, it is important to
collect the testimony of those who actually
experienced/lived (who are very few) part of that world so
different from today.

Their way of life, their experiences, the cuisine of their
times, their parties, regattas, etc. Trades that have been
lost in time. Putting in value what we are today and what
we were. I come from several generations of fishermen, I
have grown up in the aforementioned neighborhood, I
have been a fisherman, it is important for me to collect and
value everything expressed here, to be able to share it with
the community.



DÉNIA MONUMENTAL CITY
"My proposal, in my humble opinion, tries to give a
better economic, cultural and, eventually, coexistent
approach to our city. My proposal deals with the
history of monuments in Denia; Starting with the
Roman Dianium, I suggest rebuilding and excavating in
“Hort de Morant” area. The best would be to install a
covered area on the Roman remains and a great
interpretation center on Roman Denia, with a 3-storey
building and a car park managed by the town hall.
Firstly, that would collect money and, secondly, that
would tackle car parking problem in the city. That
would be the first information point for tourists, who
would access the city center in just 3 minutes walking
through the tunnel after visiting Roman Denia.



ORAL TRADITIONS

"The creation of an oral archive on
traditions, legends, beliefs, etc ...
counting on the elderly of the city, since
their memories, and a part of the oral
heritage from the city, also disappear
with them” .
In addition, the archive could include
from festive traditions, such as Fallas, to
religious festivities already forgotten,
such as Sant Antoni and his songs, Sant
Juan, Santa Paula and Santa Lucia with
their “Porrats” markets, etc ...
All in all, about recovering festive,
religious or simply social traditions
through an oral archive. "



THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION


